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Abstract 
 

Firms have long relied on research & development (R&D) alliances as an 
alternative to internally produced R&D.  In this paper, we examine how artificial 
intelligence (AI) influences the frequency and productivity of R&D alliances.  Our 
theory advances the idea that by matching discoveries to disease targets more 
efficiently, AI shifts the boundary of the firm toward R&D alliances. Using a rich 
dataset on the biopharmaceutical industry from 2010 to 2019, we show that firms 
with greater AI resources form 9% more R&D alliances and generate 8% additional 
new drugs per alliance. Moreover, we observe a key mechanism behind the results:  
AI is particularly useful in exploiting information held by counterparties within an 
alliance. The study sheds light on how artificial intelligence changes the innovation 
production function and shapes the economic organization of firms.  
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Introduction 

Strategic alliances—ongoing cooperative relationships between firms—represent an important 

alternative to internal research and development (R&D) (e.g., Pisano, 1990).  More recently, 

advances in artificial intelligence (AI)—the use of computer science techniques to substitute for 

human judgement—have promised to improve R&D efforts by directing scientists toward 

promising pathways for innovation (Cockburn et. al., 2018).  Given the clear implications of AI 

for both the theory and practice, this paper studies the impact of AI on alliance formation and 

productivity.  Building on the idea that transactions are efficiently aligned with governance choice 

(Williamson’s (1991), we examine how AI shifts firm boundaries by changing the relative 

efficiency of internal R&D versus R&D alliances at different levels of asset specificity. 

Empirically, we study the biopharmaceutical industry, which is characterized by 

widespread R&D alliances and the rapid adoption of AI (Aggarwal and Hsu, 2009). Within the 

industry, it is common for large integrated pharmaceutical firms to pursue R&D alliances to access 

to high-potential drug candidates, or “novel chemical entities” (NCEs), identified by small, 

focused biotechnology firms. To help transform an NCE into a cure, pharmaceutical firms use 

machine learning—AI software that improves the predictive power of statistical models by 

continuously incorporating new data—to screen NCEs and match them to potential disease targets 

(e.g., Fleming, 2018).  As matching improves, the path toward development becomes clearer, 

facilitating more targeted knowledge flows between scientists. 

By directing knowledge flows more efficiently between discovery and development, AI 

boosts productivity.  Interestingly, though, AI is most effective at matching moderately novel 

NCEs—drug candidates unique enough that their optimal set of targets may not be fully 

understood by scientists, and yet are characterized by enough structured data such that machine 
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learning algorithms can be trained to “understand” how they fit with potential targets (Lou and 

Wu, 2021).   

Meanwhile, R&D alliances are particularly well-suited for governing transactions of an 

intermediate level of asset specificity, meaning that the assets specific to the transaction would be 

reduced in value by an intermediate amount in their next best application (Oxley, 1997).  Thus, if 

novelty is a component of asset specificity, as we propose, then AI should be expected to uniquely 

benefit R&D alliance governance. 

The main results show that firms with greater AI resources form 9% more R&D alliances 

and generate 8% more drugs per alliance.  The baseline results are robust to standard econometric 

techniques for adjusting for endogeneity bias.  We also demonstrate that firms with greater AI 

resources are better at exploiting information embedded in their alliance relationships, suggesting 

that improved knowledge flows are, indeed, a key mechanism behind the effects.  Moreover, we 

provide evidence that machine learning drives the productivity result, supporting the conclusion 

that it is the unique analytical strength of AI, relative to general purpose IT, or other aspects of AI, 

that is at the heart of the AI effect on R&D alliances. 

By explicating how AI influences the extensive margin (i.e., frequency) of R&D alliances, 

this paper contributes to the literature on contract theory.  Scholars have long been curious about 

how characteristics of transactions and resources influence the relative efficiency of discrete 

structural alternatives (e.g., Pisano, 1990; Oxley, 1997; Hitt, 1999). We show that increasing a 

firm’s AI resources shifts the boundary of the firm by increasing the efficiency of R&D alliances.  

Furthermore, by documenting an AI and R&D complementarity on the extensive margin (i.e., 

productivity), we contribute to the literature on complementarities in organizational design (e.g., 

Rivkin and Siggelkow, 2003).  In this view, a firm is more than a nexus of contracts, but rather a 
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latticework of interconnections amongst activities, resources, and contracts.  We show that AI and 

R&D alliances represent an important organizational design complementarity.  Finally, by 

providing evidence that AI improves knowledge flows within alliances, we unpack one mechanism 

for how firms use AI to gain competitive advantage; in doing so, we also contribute to the nascent 

literature on how AI influences firm strategy and organization (e.g., Furman and Seamans, 2019).  

After years of promise, AI is now having a profound effect on firms; we show that one salubrious 

effect is the facilitation of inter-organizational learning. In sum, the paper sheds new light on how 

artificial intelligence is reshaping organizations and improving the innovation production function, 

with implications for scholars and practitioners alike. 

Theory and Hypothesis 

In transaction cost economics, strategic alliances govern transactions of intermediate asset 

specificity, relative to market-based exchange and vertical integration (Williamson, 1991).  In 

other words, alliances are useful when arms-length spot-market exchange fails in the sense that it 

does not support the development of assets that are uniquely suited to facilitate the transaction; 

and vertical integration fails in the sense that it would burden the transaction with incentive 

problems.  As a result, market-based exchange predominates when asset specificity is low, and 

vertical integration predominates when asset specificity is high, while alliances govern 

transactions at mid-levels of asset specificity.   

Alliances are not a panacea though.  Free-riding and hold-up problems are frequent 

concerns within alliances, resulting in ex post adjustments that ameliorate, but do not eliminate, 

the potential for hold-up problems (Dyer 1997; Reuer, et. al., 2002).   

In a typical R&D alliance between a large pharmaceutical company and a biotechnology 

company, the former brings a library of disease targets to the exchange, while the latter bring a 
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novel chemical entity (NCE; i.e., a drug candidate).  Together they work to match the NCE to a 

disease target.  It is not uncommon for the matching process to take multiple years and cost 

hundreds of millions of dollars (Hughes, et. al., 2011).  The magnitude of the specific assets 

required for such an endeavor are so large that arm’s length spot-market exchange is unusual in 

drug development.  An alliance can provide more protection for specific assets (Oxley, 1997)—

for example, investments in developing unique knowledge and customized proteomic, 

chemogenomic, and bioinformatics algorithms.  But, if one side exits an alliance prematurely, or 

otherwise fails to perform as expected, specific investments made in the matching process would 

be lost.  As a result, R&D alliances are limited to governing transactions with moderate levels of 

asset specificity (Williamson 1991).         

Interestingly, in the biopharmaceutical industry, the novelty of a potential cure is correlated 

with asset specificity in the matching process.  Matching novel drugs to disease targets, represents 

a development challenge that often necessitates unique scientific resources, including massive 

investments in data analysis (e.g., Yang, et. al., 2009).  By contrast drugs that are the result of a 

small chemical change to an existing drug, will typically require less specific human and non-

human assets.  Scientists working with a well-known chemical agent can usually identify a small 

set of appropriate targets using their own prior knowledge without making large software 

investments.  Therefore, novelty is a good proxy for asset specificity in drug development. 

By improving predictive search, AI offers scientists a powerful analytical tool for analyzing 

large structured data sets (e.g., Agrawal et al. 2018).  For example, machine learning has been used 

to infer the interplay amongst numerous biological entities such as genes, proteins, diseases and 

drug candidate (Cockburn et al. 2018).  In that sense AI delivers a positive R&D productivity 

shock. But, highly novel NCEs are challenging for AI, as there is limited data for a machine 
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learning algorithm to exploit in matching the NCE to a potential disease target.  At the other end 

of the novelty spectrum, drugs that are very similar to other known drugs, are relatively simple for 

scientists to match to drug targets without the assistance of an algorithm.  Thus, AI represents a 

high-potential resource for improving R&D efficiency for projects with an intermediate level of 

chemical novelty (Lou and Wu 2021)—exactly the region where transaction cost economics 

predicts alliances should flourish.   

To demonstrate more formally how AI should influence the frequency of R&D alliances, 

we begin from a Williamson’s (1991) equilibrium governance model where firms choose 

contracting regimes that minimize the cost of governing a particular transaction, as function of 

asset specificity, (see the left-hand panel of Figure 1).  Next, we consider AI as a shifter of the 

efficiency of different contractual regimes.  If we assume that pure market-based exchange is 

inconsequential in the biopharmaceutical industry, or that AI has no effect on market-based low-

asset specificity exchange (as in the figure), it is easy to see visually how AI should influence 

frequency of R&D alliances.   

One straightforward benchmark is the case where AI improves the efficiency of R&D 

alliances and vertical integration by the same proportion at each level of asset specificity—that is 

it acts as a productivity multiplier (see the right-hand panel of Figure 1).  In that case, AI 

unambiguously leads to an increase in the frequency of R&D alliances. 1   As both vertical 

integration and alliances become increasingly more efficient per unit of asset specificity, alliances 

replace vertical integration at higher (but still intermediate) levels of asset specificity.   

However, as noted above, we know that AI is particularly useful for facilitating knowledge 

flows in pursuit of matches between targets and discoveries at intermediate levels of novelty and, 

 
1 In the more general case where a resource shock influences all three forms of contracting proportionately, the 
result holds when alliances represent a “meaningful” proportion of the transactions ex ante.    
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therefore, intermediate levels of asset specificity.  While non-linear of effects of AI on governance 

costs with respect to asset specificity could shift the equilibrium in either direction, it seems likely 

that the effect of AI would be to push down the efficient contracting frontier for R&D alliances 

even further.  For example, one might expect that AI would uniquely improve R&D alliances 

transactions within the pre-AI range.  If AI was also uniquely valuable for transactions just beyond 

the pre-AI border between firms and alliances, then the simple benchmark case would understate 

the positive effect on R&D alliances.  Thus, our first hypothesis is: 

 

(H1): Higher levels of AI resources leads to more R&D alliances. 

 

While Hypothesis 1 implies that AI uniquely benefits R&D alliances, it could also obtain 

if AI simply reduced governance costs equally across the optimal contracting frontier.  To wit, 

firms might increase both internal R&D and R&D alliances at the same time in response to 

investments in AI.  While such behavior would be consistent with Hypothesis 1, our theory makes 

a stronger claim.  Therefore, to further probe the idea that there is a special relationship between 

AI and R&D alliances, we examine whether R&D alliances are uniquely more productive as AI 

resources grow.   

In the context of the biopharmaceutical industry, AI enables firms with deep knowledge of 

disease targets to use information about NCEs more efficiently.  Within firms, AI improves 

knowledge flows between discovery and development; between firms, AI also improves 

knowledge flows across firm boundaries.  Our theory predicts a uniquely powerful benefit of AI 

on cross-firm knowledge flows, because of the nature of AI and the transactions R&D alliances 

are used govern.  R&D alliances facilitate joint investments in projects of intermediate novelty; 
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and AI improves the analytical power of scientists engaged in projects of intermediate novelty. 

Therefore, our theory predicts that AI resources and R&D alliances exhibit complementarities, in 

the sense of Milgrom and Roberts (1990) and Cassiman and Veugelers (2006), and summarized 

by equation (1): 

   

(1) Innovation (R&D alliances, AI) > Innovation (R&D alliances) + Innovation (AI). 

 

In words, we propose Hypothesis 2:  

 

(H2): Firms are more innovative when they jointly increase their AI resources 

and R&D alliances, relative to the sum of the innovation benefits they would 

achieve by adopting each separately. 

 

Hypothesis 2 implies Hypothesis 1.  Ceteris paribus, if R&D alliances become relatively 

more efficient, we should observe more of them.  But, Hypothesis 2 is interesting in its own right 

too.  A long literature finds that R&D alliances are innovation enhancing in equilibrium (e.g., 

Powell 1998; Rosenkopf and Almeida 2003), and recent work demonstrates that AI improves R&D 

productivity (Lou and Wu 2021). Our theory goes one step further, advancing the idea that AI and 

R&D alliances are uniquely valuable when used together.   

Institutional Context 

The biopharmaceutical value chain consists of several phases.  The first is basic research where 

novel drug entities are tested against certain biological targets in a laboratory setting.  The next 

phases are stages of drug development.  The first step in development is non-clinical (testing on 
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non-human animals).  The next three phases involve human clinical trials of increasingly larger 

sizes.  Finally, a successful drug gains FDA approval, is marketed and sold.  Our study primarily 

focuses on the drug discovery through the non-clinical development stage, as that is where the 

impact of AI and R&D alliances on industry innovation are thought to be the greatest (e.g., Savage 

(2021)).2   

The biopharmaceutical industry is an excellent laboratory to test our theory for two main 

reasons.  First, the industry relies on a wide range of interorganizational knowledge-intensive 

activities to foster innovation.  Over the past decades, biopharmaceutical firms have entered into 

systematic collaborative linkages with universities, and other research-intensive firms, which 

provide complementary assets necessary for innovation (Arora and Gambardella 1994).  As 

alliances have proven to be a potential source of competitive advantage for some firms, the scope 

and scale of interorganizational collaborations and alliances in this sector have grown (Powell et 

al. 1996).  As a result, successful alliances typically require extensive knowledge transference 

between firms (Oxley and Sampson 2004; Sampson 2007).  Given the rich linkages amongst firms, 

markets and innovation, the biopharmaceutical industry makes a good laboratory for studying firm 

boundaries and R&D productivity. 

Second, as the knowledge needed for discovering drug candidates is becoming more 

codifiable, through the process of digitization, the importance of AI has grown within the industry.  

As noted above, AI is most effective with large structured sources (Agrawal et al. 2018), where it 

can be used to find subtle linkages amongst data elements to make useful predictions about 

 
2 In the pharmaceutical industry, one of the most powerful applications of AI is to help screen potential drug candidates 
at the early stages of drug development (Cockburn et al. 2018).  Thus, we focus primarily on the pre-clinical effect of 
AI (i.e., before clinical trials) where we expect the signal to noise ratio of the effect of AI to be strongest.  (We do 
undertake some exploratory analyses on the effect of AI on later stages of drug development in Table 9). 
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potential innovation pathways (Wu et al. 2020).  Hence, the potential drug candidates screened 

using AI serve as a useful starting point to improve efficiency in the drug innovation process.   

In sum, we study a context where innovation and knowledge management are crucial, and 

strategic alliances, and AI are known to independently influence innovation.  More importantly 

for the tests of our theory, it is also plausible that AI and strategic alliances might complement one 

another in the biopharmaceutical industry. 

Data and measures 

We study the biopharmaceutical industry from 2010 to 2019, a period that witnessed rapid growth 

in the application of AI, as well as the proliferation of alliance activities.  A drug developed through 

to the end of the pre-clinical phases, represents a meaningful innovative step, as such a drug has 

proven scientific potential.  Therefore, the dependent variable in the productivity tests is Drugs 

developed, measured as the cumulative number of drug candidates developed by a firm through 

the pre-clinical phase, depreciated at 15% per year, as is common practice in the innovation 

literature (Hall 1990; Jaffe 1986).  The dependent variable in tests of the extensive margin is the 

number of alliances developed in in a particular period (e.g., a calendar year).  

Data on R&D Alliances are collected from the Biosci database (BiosciDB). The database 

tracks interfirm R&D contracts, providing the most comprehensive records of biopharma R&D 

alliances since the early 1980s.3  The alliance data classifies firms as “R&D” companies, firms 

that are primarily responsible for basic research, or “client” companies, firms that are accessing 

knowledge from their collaborators in the pursuit of drug development (Aggarwal and Hsu 2009; 

Lee et al. 2015).  The dichotomy has been well defined in both academic and practical analysis of 

 
3 Compared to some alternative alliance databases such as Securities Data Company (SDC) Platinum database on Joint 
Ventures and Alliances, the BiosciDB database offers wider coverage of deals in the biotechnology and 
pharmaceutical sector. 
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the R&D partnerships in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical sector (e.g., Robinson and Stuart 

(2007a); Robinson and Stuart (2007b).  Our analysis focuses on client firms (i.e., mostly integrated 

pharmaceutical firms) in their alliances with biotechnology companies. There are 2,755 R&D 

alliances in the data.  We cumulate R&D alliances, at the firm level, to capture a firm’s overall 

exposure to R&D alliances.  

Data on drugs developed are collected from two sources that have been used extensively 

to study biopharmaceutical innovation (e.g., Sosa (2013) and Krieger et al. (2022)): the Informa 

Pharmaprojects database, and the investigational drug database from Clarivate Analytics databases.  

The data are very rich, but they do have one important limitation:  we cannot map alliances to 

specific drugs.  Therefore, we study changes in a firm’s stock of drugs developed to capture the 

average complementarity effect.4   

The data do map drugs to owners, however, because ownership of a drug can be changed 

through mergers and acquisitions (M&A), we use SDC Platinum and Zephyr data from the Bureau 

van Dijk to properly match drugs to the firms responsible for their development.  After cleaning 

the ownership field, we have 614 unique firms that developed at least one drug through the pre-

clinical phase between 2010 and 2019.  

Our key explanatory variable is Artificial Intelligence (AI) resources, which is measured 

as a function of the count of a firm’s AI-related patents (AI IP) and a count of a firm’s AI-related 

workers (AI skills).  AI IP is an intangible asset-based measure of AI resources (Webb 2019).  To 

measure a firm’s AI IP, we use global patents from a worldwide patent statistical database, 

 
4 We prefer using the stock-based drug innovation outcome as a dependent variable in our estimation. The 
instantaneous number of drugs developed may miss "true" effects, as we don’t know the precise timing of alliances 
and AI usage for developing specific drugs. Even though, we also examine the number of drugs developed by a firm 
in each year and obtain consistent estimation results.  
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PATSTAT, created by the European Patent Office (EPO).5  PATSTAT offers bibliographical data 

for over 100 million patents from 90 patent-issuing authorities from both leading industrialized 

and developing countries going back as far as the nineteenth century.  It provides patent records 

with rich information that contains patent application year, patent technology classes, as defined 

by the International Patent Classification (IPC) or Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) 

systems, citations, title, abstract, and legal entities (e.g., firms or any organizations) filing the 

patent application.  Patent owners are identified using a standardization of the original name of the 

patentees.  We use the patent filing year, as opposed to the publication year, because it more closely 

approximates the time when the firm produced the innovation described in the patent (Griliches et 

al. 1986; Hall et al. 2005).  

To create a robust measure of a firm’s AI IP, we take four steps to identify whether a patent 

uses or contributes to AI technologies.  We start with the most obvious AI patents:  USPTO class 

706 for “Data Processing – Artificial Intelligence” consists of a large set of subclasses including 

“machine learning” and “neural network”.  To link USPTO class 706 to the PATSTAT data, we 

apply the IPC or CPC concordance to obtain the classification code that is used for classifying 

global AI patents. 

While class 706 explicitly captures patents at advance the knowledge frontier of AI, the 

narrow scope of the USPTO AI classification code may exclude patents employing AI to solve 

problems in an innovative way, which do not contribute to fundamental advances in AI.  Thus, our 

 
5 We leverage the PATSTAT data in the version 2017b to cover patent records up to 2017. As Google launched its 
public datasets of worldwide patents on BigQuery in 2017 (https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/gcp/google-
patents-public-datasets-connecting-public-paid-and-private-patent-data), we further augment our patent data to cover 
the recent time period from 2017 to 2019 by using global patents through Google Patents Public Datasets. We adopt 
similar approaches to match them to other datasets used in our empirical study.  
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second step expands the scope of AI patents to include content-based information available in the 

patent documents.   

Our third step is to include patents with content that fall within the well-accepted 

Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) Computing Classification System (CCS), which 

accounts for dynamic changes in AI technologies over time (WIPO 2019).  The ACM/CCS 

methodology has been used for over 50 years to organize technological concepts and trends. 

Specifically, we use three major hierarchies in CCS that identify AI-related phrases, including: (i) 

the “artificial intelligence” hierarchy, comprised of an AI functional application, such as natural 

language processing, computer vision, knowledge representation and reasoning, and AI techniques 

used to realize those functions; (ii) a “machine learning” hierarchy, which includes numerous 

learning-based AI techniques; and (iii) a “life and medical sciences” hierarchy under the “applied 

computing” category that captures activities concerning intelligent computing for producing 

medicines.  

Our fourth step is to expand the vocabulary list from ACM/CCS to contain phrases related 

to a variety of AI technologies specifically used for drug innovation in more recent years. 

Specifically, we include well-known off-the-shelf AI tools and systems such as PyTorch and 

TensorFlow (Raymond et al. 2019).  Overall, we construct a comprehensive list of validated words 

and phrases pertaining to AI and search for these terms in both the titles and abstracts of our patents 

(Lou and Wu 2021) (See the Appendix for keywords used).  We also distinguish machine learning 

from other types of AI resources (Cockburn et al. 2018; WIPO 2019). This helps us cut down our 

measurement of AI resources into finer elements to capture important differences regarding how 

AI resources affect innovation. 
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Based on the four steps described above, we track the development of AI IP over time, as 

the count of all AI patents, depreciating the value at 15% per year.6  The resulting AI stock variable 

aligns with the spirit of classic innovation production functions that model innovation as a function 

of the existing repertoire of knowledge and research resources dedicated to the production of new 

knowledge (Romer 1990).  

Demand for personnel with AI skills represents a human capital-based measure of AI 

resources, as it captures the personnel-based resources firms seek to create, implement, and deploy 

in AI-related areas within the firm.  To measure AI skills, we use job titles and skill requirements 

data from a company that collects the data from over 40,000 online job boards worldwide 

(Alekseeva et al. 2021).  Following our systematic approach to classifying AI patents, we search 

for AI-related words in each job posting for each firm in our sample. Additionally, job title 

classifications from O*NET are also applied to identify AI-related positions, similar to the way 

information technology and analytics labor has been identified in prior research studies (e.g., 

Tambe and Hitt (2012)).  Once individual AI job postings are identified, we aggregate AI skills to 

the firm level as a cumulative count.  

Although AI IP and AI skills are independent measures of a firm’s observable AI resources, 

they are almost surely jointly responsible for a firm’s AI resources. For example, AI IP may proxy 

for whether the firm has: (1) tangible AI resources, such as the technological infrastructure 

required to develop an AI-related patent, or (2) intangible AI resources, such as the practices 

required to use AI for innovation (Lou and Wu 2021), or both.  And, a firm’s AI human capital, 

proxied by AI skills, are almost surely involved with the development of both tangible and 

intangible AI resources.  Thus, we aggregate AI IP and AI skills into a single composite AI 

 
6 Using depreciation rate at 15% per year  is a common practice in the innovation literature (Hall 1990; Jaffe 1986). 
Results are directionally consistent when different depreciation rates such as 10% and 20% are used.  
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resources measure for our main tests, by standardizing and summing each AI-related dimension, 

as shown in equation (2): 

 

(2) AI resources = norm(norm(AI IP) + norm(AI skills)). 

 

The result is a normalized measure of a firm’s AI resources that jointly considers both its 

asset-based and human capital-based AI resources.  There are 185 firms in our sample with positive 

AI resources in at least one year.  Because the normalization obscures some potentially interesting 

granular effects of the components of AI resources, we verify that the results are similar in terms 

of sign, significance, and approximate economic magnitude if we allow AI IP and AI skills to enter 

separately. 

Control Variables: Three databases—Crunchbase, PitchBook and Bureau van Dijk 

Orbis—are used to retrieve other firm characteristics such as firm ownership status, firm age, 

number of employees and R&D expenses.  The databases provide a wide coverage of both public 

and private bio-pharmaceutical firms.  We account for a firm’s financial ownership status over 

years (variable Public Company = 1 when the firm is publicly held, otherwise Public Company = 

0), which has been shown to influence organizational innovation outcomes (Aggarwal and Hsu 

2013).  Additionally, we control for firm age, which is the difference between the observation year 

and the founding year of each firm in our sample.  The oldest firm, Merck, is 347 years old, but 

the mean age is 23.81 years old, as there are many young biotechnology companies in the sample 

as well.  We also account for each firm’s size (by number of employees) and R&D expenditures, 

as well as the count of a firm’s overall number of patents, depreciated at 15% per year.7 

 
7 Using depreciation rate at 15% per year  is a common practice in the innovation literature (Hall 1990; Jaffe 1986). 
Results are directionally consistent when different depreciation rates such as 10% and 20% are used. 
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Table 1 displays the summary statistics and bivariate correlations amongst the variables.  

The mean number of drugs developed is 15.33 per firm-year.  The mean values of AI IP and AI 

skills are 1.22 and 16.12, respectively, while the mean number of alliances is 0.61.  As one might 

expect, firms spend enormous sums on R&D—the mean value is $3.56 billion per firm-year.  In 

the regressions, we take the natural logarithm of a firm’s number of drugs, alliances, AI IP and 

skills, and all the non-categorical controls to account for their skewness, and to facilitate 

interpretation of the results as elasticities.  

Empirical Strategy 

In the ideal experiment we would randomly assign AI resources and evaluate how they altered a 

firm’s propensity to engage in R&D alliances.  However, our analysis must instead deal with a 

non-random data generating process where firms choose their level of AI resources.  The 

endogenous selection by firms into AI represents a major challenge to a causal interpretation of 

the results.  For example, if better (worse) firms devote more resources to AI, “naïve” estimates of 

the effect of AI will be upward (downward) biased. 

To address the most fundamental endogeneity concerns, we first undertake estimates using 

firm and time fixed effects that control for all time invariant heterogeneity across firms, including 

firm quality differences, as well as any secular time trends that influences all firms equally.  Firm 

fixed effects also eliminate any differences in initial stocks of drugs developed, AI resources, and 

R&D alliances, allowing for an apples-to-apples comparison of the effect of changes in AI 

resources on changes in R&D alliances.   

To deal with more subtle potential endogeneity effects between AI and R&D alliances, we 

deploy two-stage least squared (2SLS) instrumental variables analyses.  Our 2SLS approach uses 

the total number of neighboring firms, defined as firms that cite each other’s patents, that have AI 
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resources, as an instrument for the focal firm’s AI resources. The rationale for the instrument is 

that if many firms, working in the same scientific area, feel the need for AI resources to make 

progress, then the focal firm is partially induced to increase their AI resources, relative to firms 

working in scientific areas where AI is less common.  If competition essentially forces a focal firm 

to increase their level of AI resources, a portion of the change in AI resources ceases to be a choice 

variable, allowing us to estimate the causal effect of AI resources using a 2SLS estimator. 

To be effective and valid an instrument should be strongly correlated with the endogenous 

regressor (i.e., AI resources), and should solve the exclusion restriction—it should not impact a 

focal firm’s outcomes directly.  Still, unless rival firms’ AI resources degrades a focal firm’s 

innovativeness, by outpacing them in the race for specific innovations—an assumption we test 

directly below—it seems reasonable to assume that other firm’s AI decisions would not directly 

influence the innovativeness of a focal firm.   

Using similar firms’ characteristics as instruments is a common econometric technique 

(e.g., Nevo, 2001; Campa and Kedia, 2002), suggesting that our 2SLS tests on the extensive margin 

represent a sensible solution to addressing endogeneity between AI and R&D alliances.  However, 

in the productivity regressions, R&D alliances is an explanatory variable, meaning that we also 

need to consider how endogenous sorting into R&D alliances might bias our estimates of a 

complementarity between AI and R&D alliances.  Unfortunately, we could not identify an 

instrument for R&D alliances that both met the exclusion restriction and was strong in the first 

stage.  Therefore, we rely on a propensity score matching estimator to deal with endogenous 

selection into different levels of alliance formation.   Propensity score estimators match firms based 

on their pre-treatment characteristics to ensure that one does not conflate treatment effects with 

observable heterogeneous pre-trends. In the absence of systematic unobservable heterogeneity that 
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is correlated with both the treatment (i.e., R&D alliances) and the outcome of interest, propensity 

score estimators can be considered “as good as” average treatment effects (Rosenbaum and Rubin 

1983).8   

Main specifications 

Hypothesis 1 predicts that firms with greater AI resources should pursue more R&D alliances.  

Thus, we expect b1 > 0 in specification (3), defined at the firm-year level, for firm i in year t:  

 

(3) Alliancesit = b0 + b1AI resourcesit + Xcbc + Tt + gi + eit. 

 

We implement (3) with and without the firm fixed effects, g, for periods of a single calendar 

year, and where Alliances are treated as a cumulative stock measure.  A full set of year fixed effects 

Tt are included in all variations of (3).  Subscript c indexes the vector of coefficients on time-

varying firm-specific controls, including patent stock, ownership status, firm age, workforce size 

and R&D spending.  Standard errors are clustered by firm.  After first considering (3), we then 

implement our 2SLS estimator to address the potential endogeneity of AI resources. 

Hypothesis 2 predicts an innovation complementarity between AI resources and R&D 

alliances, on the intensive margin—each alliance is more productive when consummated by a firm 

with greater AI resources.  Thus, we use a fixed-effect estimator that captures the relationship 

between changes in R&D alliances, in conjunction with changes in AI resources, and changes in 

innovation, as in (4): 

 

 
8 Other matching and weighting approaches, such as coarsened exact matching (CEM) and inverse probability 
weighting (IPW), yield consistent results.  
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(4) Drugs developedit = b0 + b1AI resourcesit + b2Alliancesit  

+ b3AI resourcesit * Alliancesit + Xcbc + Tt + gi + eit. 

 

In (4), the coefficient b1 represents the main effect of increasing a firm’s AI, b2 captures 

the main effect of increasing the number of R&D alliances, and b3, the coefficient on the 

interaction term between AI and R&D alliances, is the key coefficient of interest.   

To address the potential for endogenous sorting into R&D alliances in the productivity tests 

we first match firms that increase their number of alliances to firms that do not, contemporaneously 

(i.e., in any given year), and then use a 2SLS estimator.  For the matching, we use a first stage 

probit predicting whether a firm forms an alliance in a particular year, based on its ex ante 

characteristics.  The probit corresponds to (3), except for the limited dependent variable 

specification ensures the predicted values are in the [0,1] interval, and the regressors are lagged by 

one year to address potential simultaneity bias. We then use the predicted value from the probit—

the probability of being treated, or the “propensity score”—to match control and treatment groups 

firms, one to one, using nearest neighbor matching without replacement. The resulting matched 

sample allows us to compare firms that are equivalent on all observable characteristics, at any 

given point in time, except for their decision to increase the number of alliances in that year, or 

not.  While propensity score matching cannot control for unobservable differences between firms, 

given our baseline fixed-effect estimation strategy, it would appear to provide a reasonable basis 

for inferring average treatment effects.  

Results 

We begin by visualizing a preview of our main finding in Figure 2.  The graphic reveals that firms 

involved in above the median level of R&D alliances are more innovative, but the most innovative 
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firms also have high levels of AI resources.  The figure provides model-free evidence consistent 

with the idea that R&D alliances and AI resources are complements.  Whether the relationship is 

casual or not is the subject of much of the ensuing analysis. 

In Table 2, we study the extensive innovation margin, whether AI resources influence the 

number of R&D alliances.  For presentation purposes, all coefficients and standard errors are 

multiplied by 100, in Table 2 and all subsequent tables, so one can interpret the coefficient 

estimates as elasticities in percentages.   

First, we regress the categorical variable Alliance in year t, which is set equal to one when 

an alliance is formed in a particular year t, and zero otherwise, on AI resources, with and without 

firm fixed effects. The estimation results suggest that firms with greater AI resources are more 

likely to enter an alliance in any given year (Column 1), even after adjusting for firm-specific 

heterogeneity (Column 2).  Limited dependent variable models, probit and logit regressions, yield 

consistent results.   

We also implement a fixed-effect estimator with the cumulative number of alliances as the 

dependent variable (Column 3). On average, a one-standard-deviation increase in a firm’s AI 

resources is associated with a, precisely estimated, 6.68% increase in number of alliances. 

Although the evidence “merely” demonstrates a treatment on the treated effect on the extensive 

margin—firms expand the number of R&D alliances after increasing their AI resources—it still 

provides support for the idea that R&D alliances and AI resources are complements.   

In Table 3 we show the first and second stages of the 2SLS estimators for each of the 

specifications Table 2.  The 2SLS point estimates are substantially larger and noisier than the 

OLS/fixed-effect estimates, but the collective evidence points toward a causal effect of AI 

resources on R&D alliance formation. 
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Next, we study R&D productivity. To address concerns that R&D alliances are endogenous 

in the R&D production function, we first match firms with a new alliance to firms with no new 

alliances in year t, on all the observable, lagged one-year, ex ante characteristics of the firms 

available to us, using propensity score matching.  Table 4 reports statistics of the observable 

characteristics before and after the matching.  Before matching, the two groups are statistically 

different along every dimension.  After matching, the two groups of firms have similar 

distributions, suggesting that selection bias is meaningfully reduced.  Figure 3 shows the 

convergence of the propensity scores distributions graphically. We use the matched sample as the 

basis for our 2SLS “treatment effect” regressions. 

In Table 5, we study the joint impact of AI and R&D alliances on innovation performance. 

The elasticity of the main effect of R&D alliances is 6.73%, the elasticity on AI resources is 6.77% 

and the elasticity of their interaction is 4.17%.  The preliminary economic interpretation is that 

doubling either AI resources or R&D alliances independently, is only about 76% as effective as 

doubling them together.9   

The 2SLS estimator instruments for AI resources, using the number of neighboring firms 

with AI resources as the instrument, within the matched R&D alliances sample.  Since there are 

two endogenous variables remaining (i.e., after matching), AI resources and AI resources x R&D 

alliances, we include the main effect of the instrument and the instrument interacted with (the 

matched pairs of) R&D alliances.  Thus, there are two first stage results to consider.  The first 

shows that neighboring firms’ AI resources is a strong predictor of a focal firm’s AI resources.  

 
9 Doubling the number of R&D alliances independently generates 6.73% more drugs, while doubling AI resources 
independently generates 6.77% more drugs.  The sum of the two independent effects is 13.50%.  Doubling R&D 
alliances while doubling AI resources simultaneously, generates 4.17% additional drugs.  4.17% + 13.50%=17.67%.  
13.50%/17.67% = 76%. 
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Since our main concern with the validity of the exclusion restriction is that other firm’s AI 

resources would reduce the focal firm’s innovativeness (i.e., by allowing a rival to beat them in 

the race to develop a new potential drug), the first stage result appears to support the validity of 

the instrument.   The second set of first stage results reveals that the interacted instrument is also 

a strong predictor of the endogenous interaction term AI resources x R&D alliances.  While the 

negative coefficient on the main effect of the instrument is indicative of collinearity between the 

two instruments, the F-statistic on the joint significance of the instruments from the first stage is 

27.85, suggesting that the instruments are jointly strong enough to generate meaningful statistical 

power in the second stage. The second stage results shows that the point estimate of the 2SLS 

estimator is 7.51%, which is almost twice as large as the estimator from our fixed-effect estimation, 

though noisier.  The interpretation is that there is a causal complementarity between AI resources 

and R&D alliances.   

Mechanisms, extensions, robustness 

Our theory predicts a complementarity between AI resources and R&D alliances because R&D 

alliances provide firms with new data, while AI resources allow firms to utilize advanced software 

systems to improve data analysis, facilitating the creation of new knowledge.  In theory, alliances 

serve as conduits through which information flows to a focal firm from its partner.   

To understand whether knowledge flows truly undergird the innovation complementarity, 

we study the 2,755 alliances in our data set.  Following recent work on patents and alliances, we 

use patent citation data to capture the changes in the citation patterns of focal firms before and 

after they form alliances to trace knowledge flows from its partners (Almeida et al. 2002; Oxley 

and Wada 2009).   
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To measure knowledge flows, we draw on citation patterns in an alliance firm’s patent 

portfolio to proxy for the changes in the relationship of its knowledge portfolio to that of its allied 

firm (Mowery et al. 1996).  Specifically, we calculate the log difference between a focal client’s 

pre- and post-alliance citations to its partner R&D firm, for the two years before and after the 

alliance is consummated.10  The variable has a mean of 0.44, a range of zero to 678, and a standard 

deviation of 13.65.  

We then regress knowledge flows from an R&D partner on a focal firm’s AI resources, for 

each alliance formed by a focal “client” pharmaceutical firm i, beginning in year t, controlling for 

i’s other characteristics, as in the firm-level analysis. Specifically, the mechanism test specification 

is (5): 

 

(5) Knowledge flowsit = b0 + b1AI resourcesit + Xcbc + Tt + gi + eit. 

 

The test examines the extent to which knowledge can be leveraged by client firms 

(typically vertically integrated traditional pharmaceutical or large “platform” biotech companies) 

via their R&D partners (typically small biotechnology companies).  We find that, on average, a 

one-standard-deviation increase in AI resources is associated with about an 8% increase in its 

knowledge inflows, as captured by the difference in post-alliance and pre-alliance patent citations 

to its partners (see Table 6).  The 2SLS version of (5) returns a point estimate that is about twice 

the fixed-effect estimator, but also has a relatively large standard error.  The interpretation is that 

AI resources cause knowledge flows to increase within R&D alliances, as predicted by the theory.   

 
10 Using other year lags such as one-year and three-year lags produces similar results.  
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To see whether AI is a unique technological resource, we compare AI resources with other 

types of information technology (IT) resources of the firms (see Table 7).11   Relative to AI 

resources, a firm’s IT resources, and their interaction with alliances, have no significant effect on 

the number of drugs developed for preclinical studies.  While IT is still important to support drug 

innovation, it has not delivered a competitive edge in recent years, possibly because most firms 

have already invested in traditional IT, and earlier best IT practices may have already diffused 

throughout the industry (Chae et al. 2014; Lou and Wu 2021).   

Examining different categories of AI resources, we find that it’s machine learning in 

particular that facilitates exploiting information held by counterparties within an alliance.  

Specifically, we follow Cockburn et al. (2018), who define interrelated but separate technological 

subfields, such as symbolic systems, and machine learning, within AI to characterize the evolution 

of achievements in AI.  Symbolic systems include methods that can replicate the logical flow of 

human decision making through processing human-readable symbols.   They develop applications 

such as expert systems that aim to emulate decision-making process of a human expert by 

reasoning through a certain set of heuristics and logic rules (mainly represented as if–then rules).  

Such systems suffer from the constraints that they are labor-intensive, rigid and difficult to scale 

when dealing with more complex innovation tasks and dynamic innovation environment (Harrer 

 
11 Similar to how we measure AI resources, we use IT patents (IT IP), and job postings that require IT skills (IT skills) 
to measure IT resources.  IT IP is identified using Category 2 in patent classifications that include computer hardware 
and software, communications, computer peripherals, and information storage (Hall et al. 2001).  To link the USPTO 
classes to the PATSTAT data, we apply the IPC or CPC concordance to obtain the classification code that is used for 
classifying global IT patents.  We also use multiple alternative methods from Forman et al. (2016), such as 
incorporating electronics-related patents about electrical and semiconductor devices identified from Category 4 in 
Hall et al. (2001) and searching IT-related phrases on the titles and abstracts of patents.  These approaches yield 
directionally consistent results in our estimation on the effect of IT resources.  To identify IT skills, we use the skill 
requirements in the job postings as well as the job titles.  For example, IT skills listed in a job posting can include 
software development as well as hardware support.  IT-related job titles can include software engineer or systems 
analyst.  If the job posting also contains keywords such as computer, website and telecommunication, we identify it 
as requiring IT skills.  Similar to our construction of AI skills, we aggregate the personnel with IT skills in each firm.  
The IT resources of each firm can thus be calculated as the standardized sum of the standardized values of patents and 
skills measures related to IT: IT resources = norm(norm(IT IP) + norm(IT skills)). 
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et al. 2019). Recent advances in machine learning have been more useful in biopharma, as they 

can engage in more precise predictions of particular innovation events in the presence of data 

inputs from different information sources, and scale to an arbitrary level (Cockburn et al. 2018). 

They are suited to automatically learn hidden patterns from the data, find subtle linkages amongst 

data elements and make faster and better predictions. Instead of being hampered by complex 

interconnections, data collected from different sources can improve the accuracy of machine 

learning algorithms. Thus, machine learning is particularly useful for firms that exchange data 

within an R&D alliances. 

Empirical tests suggest the distinct role of AI in leveraging knowledge flows from alliances.  

In Table 7, we also distinguish machine learning from other types of AI resources and estimate 

their effects (Cockburn et al. 2018; WIPO 2019).  We find that the elasticity of the main effect of 

R&D alliances is 6.16%, the elasticity on machine learning resources is 4.78% and the elasticity 

of their interaction is 2.17%.  However, the other types of AI such as expert systems have limited 

effect on number of drugs developed (its individual effect is significant at p < 0.1, but its interaction 

with alliances is not significant.  The estimation results are directionally consistent when we put 

different types of AI resources together.  Overall, we find that machine learning is the main type 

of AI resources driving the positive interaction effect of AI and alliances: 52% [=2.17/4.17] of the 

effect comes from machine learning, suggesting that the key advance in AI facilitating drug 

development comes from the ability to efficiently navigate a larger innovation space expanded by 

alliances.  Machine learning is particularly well suited to reducing the cost of using the market for 

ideas (i.e., alliances), making alliances more useful for innovation.   

Finally, in Table 8, we explore whether the AI/R&D alliance complementarity can be 

traced through to final drug success.  Although the signal to noise ratio declines meaningfully as 
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we move from R&D inputs to later stage outputs, we undertake some exploratory analyses to 

examine later stages of drug development (i.e., phase I, phase II and phase III of clinical trials and 

final FDA approval).  Specifically, we adopt a similar regression specification as specification (4), 

using a firm’s stock of drugs developed in different later stages as dependent variables and 

controlling for the drugs developed in pre-clinical trial stage.  We find that there is a positive 

interaction of R&D alliances and AI resources, though the elasticity of the interaction decreases 

across different later stages: 3.39% for drugs developed in phase I of clinical trials, 2.01% for those 

in phase II of clinical trials, 1.94% for those in phase III of clinical trials, and 1.55% for those in 

final approval stage, respectively.  Although noisy, the results provide some suggestive evidence 

that AI leads to more drugs in the later stages of development.  

Conclusion and Discussion 

This research provides the conceptual and empirical basis for identifying a complementarity 

between a firm’s AI resources and its R&D alliances in the firm’s innovation production function. 

The main conceptual thrust is that by delivering a more capable analytical engine, AI resources 

reduce frictions inherent in markets for innovation (i.e., R&D alliances), allowing firms to 

capitalize on both the extensive margin, by making more use of the market for innovation (i.e., 

forming more R&D alliances), and on the intensive margin, by wringing more innovation out of 

each transaction (i.e., alliance).   

The results show that doubling AI resources leads to 7% more R&D alliances (the 

extensive margin effect), and a 24% improvement in the innovation rate, compared to doubling AI 

resources and R&D alliances independently (the intensive margin effect). Furthermore, we show 

that higher levels of AI resources are associated with more knowledge sharing, precisely the 

mechanism at the heart of our theory.  
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Taken together, the evidence suggests that R&D alliances allow firms with greater AI 

resources to better exploit alliance partner’s knowledge to improve their innovativeness. While we 

believe this is the first large sample study to show the complementarity between AI an R&D 

alliances, we are certainly not the first to evaluate the relationship amongst IT, alliances and 

innovation.  However, compared to prior work, this study offers both more conceptual and 

empirical precision, and more robust measures of resources.  Prior work has treated IT as the 

amalgam of disparate communication technologies, computer software and hardware, whereas we 

focus explicitly on AI as an analytical tool.  Moreover, our index of AI resources includes both 

asset- and human capital-based resources, whereas prior work has typically considered only one 

or the other. We also build on exemplar prior work, by taking identification seriously and by 

providing evidence of the mechanism at play.  

Nevertheless, this study suffers from several limitations that may indicate directions for 

future research.  First, our empirical evidence is not based on a randomized experiment that assigns 

AI resources and R&D alliances at random.  To deal with a non-random data generating process 

where firms choose both their level of AI resources and R&D alliances, we include a set of time-

varying covariates and conduct fixed-effect estimations to account for observed and unobserved 

confounds.  We use different econometric techniques to address several endogeneity concerns and 

we find consistent results.  We also conduct some falsification tests that compare AI resources and 

IT resources and examine the effects of different categories of AI resources.  Despite these efforts, 

we remain cautious in interpreting the observed effects as causal. 

Second, our empirical analyses are subject to several data limitations.  For example, our 

job posting data are not the same as the employment data.  Posted job openings may not be filled, 

and therefore may not be fully representative of the actual human capital in firms.  However, it is 
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encouraging that a recent study by Babina et al. (2021) finds that AI skills measured using job 

postings are highly correlated with those using resume data that have detailed employment history.  

It suggests that job posting data are a suitable tool to approximate AI skills in firms.  Future 

research with proprietary sources of human capital data could further improve measurements of 

AI skills to triangulate our findings. 

In addition, data limitations keep us from delving deeper into the mechanisms of the 

complementarity effects.  We do show that AI can increase inter-organizational information flows 

within an alliance, but we cannot map alliances to specific NCEs or target diseases.  Future 

research can collect more granular data to further validate the mechanism.  

Finally, our study focuses on the complementarity effect of AI resources and alliances in 

the context of drug innovation.  The findings from the study may extend beyond drug development 

to have broader effects on general R&D and innovation outcomes.  Future research should consider 

the implications of AI resources and alliances on innovations in broader sectors or areas. 
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Figure 1:  AI and alliances:  a Transaction Cost Economics approach 
 

 
 
 
The left-hand panel of this figure is reproduced from Williamson 1991 p. 284.  It shows the comparative costs of 
governance (C) relative to asset specificity—the cost of redeploying assets to their next best use—for three different 
types of transactions:  market-based exchange (M), vertical-integration (VI) and alliances (A).  Subscript 0 is used to 
denote the initial conditions of the optimal firm boundary choices before AI.  We have noted where A crosses VI as 
point k0* for reference.  Above k0* firms will choose vertical integration, below k0*, until A crosses M, firms will choose 
alliances.   
 
The right-hand panel shows how the boundary of the firm shifts toward alliances (i.e., to point k1*) with the 
introduction of AI, assuming a proportional improvement in the comparative costs of governance for both alliances 
and vertical integration (i.e., the slope decreases proportionally for each).   
 
We do not plot the point where A crosses M in either panel, because it is trivial to see that it will move downward (i.e., 
shifting formerly market-based transactions to alliances) with the introduction of AI, assuming that AI cannot help 
facilitate spot market exchange in the pharmaceutical industry. 
 
Proof: By definition) (i) the slope of the alliance line is steeper than he slope of the vertical integration line: mAL > 
mVI  and (ii) the vertical integration intercept is greater than the alliance intercept: bVI > bA.  The x-coordinate of 
x(k0*) = (bVI – bA)/(mA – mVI).  Both the numerator and denominator are positive so we know k0* > 0.  Now if we 
decrease the slope (i.e., increase efficiency) by the same proportion d, we get:  x(k1*) = (bVI – bA) / [(mA – mVI) (1-
d)].  So k1* > k0*.   
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Figure 2: Model-free evidence for an AI resources-R&D alliance complementarity 
 

  
 
This figure displays the average logged number of drugs developed by type of firm (e.g., firms with high levels of AI 
resources and high levels of alliances vs. firms with low levels of AI resources and low levels alliances). The median 
level of number of alliances is zero. Thus, “Low” values of the number of alliances indicate zero alliances (at the firm 
level), while “High” values are greater-than-zero alliances. The dichotomy of AI resources (i.e., low vs. high) are also 
defined by a median split.  Consistent with our theory, high AI capability is associated with improved productivity 
within alliance relationships. 
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Figure 3: Propensity score predicting an alliance before and after matching 
 
                   Propensity scores before matching                 Propensity scores after matching 

 
 
The matched sample was created using 1:1 nearest neighbor matching on the probability of forming an alliance at time 
t (“the propensity score”) for firms with an alliance (the “treatment” group), compared to firms that did not have an 
alliance at time t (the “control” group).  
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Table 1. Summary statistics and correlation table (n = 4,778) 
 

     Pairwise correlations 
Variable Mean Std dev. Min Max 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1. Drugs developed  15.33 37.35 0 561 

        

2. AI IP 1.22 7.31 0 142.70 0.21 
       

3. AI skills 16.12 143 0 4,269 0.44 0.39 
      

4. Alliances 0.61 2.21 0 42 0.76 0.20 0.45 
     

5. Patents 288.50 1,202 0 21,145 0.62 0.55 0.43 0.55 
    

6. Public company 0.42 0.49 0 1 0.19 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.16 
   

7. Firm age 23.81 28.33 0 347 0.23 0.16 0.17 0.23 0.30 0.06 
  

8. Employees 4,997 15,951 1 316,320 0.51 0.28 0.32 0.41 0.52 0.11 0.21 
 

9. R&D spend ($B) 3.56 12.10 <0.01 289 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.03 0.08 

Notes:  AI resources is standardized to be a mean 0, standard deviation 1, variable.  For ease of interpretation, summary statistics are reported before taking logs.  
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Table 2. AI and R&D alliances:  baseline results 
 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Dependent variable Alliance in year t Alliance in year t Alliances 
Specification OLS FE FE 
    
AI resources 6.17* 5.91* 6.68* 
 (0.66) (2.22) (2.35) 
    
Patents 1.71* -0.70 -0.60 
 (0.36) (1.27) (1.32) 
    
Public company 5.94* 0.95 2.12 
   (1.22) (2.90) (2.93) 
    
Firm age 2.93* -4.56 -5.94 
 (0.81) (4.86) (4.96) 
    
Employees 0.86* 0.03 0.20 
 (0.25) (0.37) (0.37) 
    
R&D spend 0.14 -0.23 -0.19 
 (0.22) (0.38) (0.36) 
    
Year fixed effects Y Y Y 
Firm fixed effects N Y Y 
n 4,778 4,778 4,778 
R2 0.09 0.34 0.61 

All coefficient and standard errors are multiplied by 100 for presentation purposes.  All variables enter in logs, 
except AI resources, Public company, the fixed effects and the dependent variable in columns 1 and 2. Robust 
standard errors are clustered by firms in specifications with firm fixed effects.  OLS regressions are reported, though 
the results are similar in terms of sign, significance and approximate economic magnitude using probit or logit.  
* p<0.05, + p<0.1 
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Table 3. AI and R&D alliances:  instrumental variables regressions  
 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Dependent variable AI 

resources 
Alliance in 

year t 
AI 

resources 
Alliance in 

year t 
Alliances 

Specification 1st stage 2nd stage 1st stage 2nd stage 2nd stage 
      
# of neighboring firms 1.27*  0.20*   
   w/AI resources (0.12)  (0.08)   
      
AI resources  8.85*  24.80+ 32.60+ 
  (1.60)  (13.60) (18.60) 
      
Patents 7.89* 1.26* 8.31* -2.44 -3.00 
 (1.77) (0.44) (2.36) (1.78) (2.10) 
      
Public  18.70* 5.31* 11.50* -1.36 -0.95 
   company (5.13) (1.26) (4.30) (3.08) (3.43) 
      
Firm age 5.74* 2.65* 0.51 -4.66 -6.08 
 (4.48) (0.83) (6.56) (4.58) (4.80) 
      
Employees 5.03* 0.69* 1.11* -0.14 -0.05 
 (1.07) (0.26) (0.48) (0.38) (0.41) 
      
R&D spend 2.71* 0.05 0.31 -0.31 -0.29 
 (0.81) (0.22) (0.46) (0.37) (0.36) 
      
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y 
Firm FE N N Y Y Y 
n 4,778 4,778 4,778 4,778 4,778 
R2 0.09 n/a 0.61 n/a n/a 

Two-stage least squares (2SLS) regression reported.  All coefficient and standard errors are multiplied by 100 for 
presentation purposes.  All variables enter in logs, except AI resources, Public company, the fixed effects and the 
dependent variables in specifications 1-4. Robust standard errors are clustered by firms in specifications with firm 
fixed effects. * p<0.05, + p<0.1 
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Table 4. Comparison of firm characteristics before and after matching on the propensity to 
form an alliance 

 
 Before Matching After Matching 
 (1) (2)  (3) (4)  

Variable 
Firms 

with an 
alliance 

Firms 
without an 

alliance 

P-value 
(1) - (2) 

Firms 
with an 
alliance 

Firms 
without an 

alliance 

P-value 
(3) - (4) 

AI IP 0.38 0.19 <0.01 0.38 0.33 0.16 

AI skill 0.71 0.19 <0.01 0.71 0.43 <0.01 

Patents 4.38 3.63 <0.01 4.38 4.20 0.05 

Public company 0.52 0.39 <0.01 0.52 0.52 0.85 

Firm age 3.07 2.81 <0.01 3.07 3.00 0.08 

Employees 6.56 5.88 <0.01 6.56 6.46 0.41 

R&D spend 20.20 19.88 <0.01 20.20 20.20 0.96 

Year: 2011 0.08 0.11 <0.01 0.08 0.07 0.59 

Year: 2012 0.07 0.12 <0.01 0.07 0.08 0.43 

Year: 2013 0.10 0.12 0.03 0.10 0.09 0.69 

Year: 2014 0.15 0.11 <0.01 0.15 0.15 0.90 

Year: 2015 0.16 0.11 <0.01 0.16 0.17 0.71 

Year: 2016 0.16 0.11 <0.01 0.16 0.16 0.95 

Year: 2017 0.13 0.10 0.05 0.13 0.13 0.89 

Year: 2018 0.08 0.12 <0.01 0.08 0.08 0.55 

Year: 2019 0.08 0.10 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.86 

n 1,050 3,728  939 939  
The matched sample was created using 1:1 nearest neighbor matching on the probability of forming an alliance at time 
t (“the propensity score”) for firms with an alliance (the “treatment” group), compared to firms that did not have an 
alliance at time t (the “control” group). Year: 2010 is dropped because explanatory variables are all lagged by one for 
matching. The F-test on the joint significance of the differences in the means of the covariates is strongly statistically 
significant before matching, but not statistically significant at conventional levels (p = 0.17) after the matching. 
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Table 5. AI, alliances, and innovation 
 
Dependent variable = Drugs developed 

Sample: Full sample Matched sample 

Dependent variable: Drugs developed AI 
resources 

AI 
resources 

x 
Alliances 

Drugs 
developed 

       
Specification: OLS OLS OLS 2SLS 2SLS 2SLS 

    1st stage-I 1st stage-II 2nd stage 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
(       Alliances 7.62* 7.10* 6.73*    
 (1.71) (1.66) (1.63)    
     # of neighboring firms    0.39* -0.22  
   w/AI resources    (0.16) (0.17)  
       
# of neighbor. firms w/AI    -0.08 0.38+  
resources x Alliances    (0.06) (0.22)  
       
AI resources  8.54* 6.77*    
  (2.29) (2.24)    
     AI resources   4.17*   7.51+ 
   x Alliances   (1.75)   (4.17) 
     Patents 12.10* 12.00* 11.90* Y Y Y 
 (2.44) (2.41) (2.41)    
     Public  13.20* 12.40* 12.30* Y Y Y 
   company (4.86) (4.84) (4.84)    
     Firm age 79.30* 79.20* 79.60* Y Y Y 
 (9.51) (9.45) (9.43)    
     Employees -0.49 -0.54 -0.54 Y Y Y 
 (0.56) (0.56) (0.56)    
     R&D spend 0.83 0.76 0.73 Y Y Y 
 (0.54) (0.54) (0.54)    
       
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y Y 
n 4,778 4,778 4,778 1,878 1,878 1,878 
R2 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 n/a 

All coefficient and standard errors are multiplied by 100 for presentation purposes.  All variables enter in logs, except 
AI resources, Public company, the instrument (number of neighboring firms with AI resources) and the fixed effects. 
Column 4-6 use the matched sample from propensity score matching. The associated F-statistic for the first stage is 
27.85. Robust standard errors are clustered by firms.  * p<0.05, + p<0. 
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Table 6. AI and knowledge flows within alliances 
 
Dependent variable = Knowledge flows 

 (3) (4) 
Specification FE 2SLS 
   
AI resources 8.07* 18.00* 
 (2.94) (8.54) 
   
Patents 1.27 -0.92 
 (0.97) (1.23) 
   
Public  -5.06 -4.86 
   company (9.62) (3.52) 
   
Firm age -7.47 0.67 
 (10.00) (3.54) 
   
Employees -0.46 0.21 
 (0.32) (0.28) 
   
R&D spend -0.32 -0.65 
 (0.34) (0.46) 
   
Year FE Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y 
n 2,755 2,755 
R2 0.34 n/a 

All coefficient and standard errors are multiplied by 100 for presentation purposes.  The sample includes all alliances 
in the data used in the previous tables.  All RHS variables enter in logs, except AI resources, Public company and the 
fixed effects.  Knowledge flows are measured as the natural logarithm of the difference in firms’ citations to their 
partners before and after alliances. The instrument was strong in the first stage of the 2SLS estimator (available upon 
request).  Robust standard errors are clustered by firms. * p<0.05  
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Table 7. AI vs. IT, machine learning vs. expert systems  
 
Dependent variable = Drugs developed 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
       Alliances 6.18* 6.14* 6.16* 6.21* 6.15* 
 (1.58) (1.51) (1.54) (1.57) (1.55) 
      IT resources 3.82 -0.30    
 (2.38) (3.77)    
      IT resources x Alliances 1.95 -2.38    
 (1.23) (2.64)    
      AI resources  5.56+    
  (3.24)    
      AI resources x Alliances  5.34*    
  (2.66)    
      Machine learning   4.78*  3.98+ 
   (1.74)  (2.15) 
      Machine learning x Alliances   2.17*  2.30+ 
   (1.10)  (1.33) 
      Expert systems    3.24+ 1.56 
    (1.68) (1.93) 
      Expert systems x Alliances    0.07 -0.23 
    (0.73) (0.91) 
      Patents 10.70* 11.10* 11.30* 11.50* 11.30* 
 (2.39) (2.33) (2.35) (2.36) (2.36) 
      Public  10.90* 10.50* 10.90* 11.10* 10.90* 
   company (4.58) (4.58) (4.58) (4.59) (4.58) 
      Firm age 78.00* 77.90*     78.70* 78.10* 78.70* 
 (9.32) (9.34) (9.41) (9.39) (9.41) 
      Employees -0.57 -0.56 -0.55 -0.54 -0.55 
 (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) (0.53) 
      R&D spend 0.71 0.73 0.76 0.77 0.76 
 (0.49) (0.49) (0.49) (0.49) (0.49) 
      
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y 
n 4,778 4,778 4,778 4,778 4,778 
R2 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 

All coefficient and standard errors are multiplied by 100 for presentation purposes.  All variables enter in logs, 
except AI resources, Public company and the fixed effects. Robust standard errors are clustered by firms.  * p<0.05, 
+ p<0.1 
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Table 8. AI, alliances, and long-run innovation success 
 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Dependent variable Drugs 

developed 
Drugs 

developed 
Drugs 

developed 
Drugs 

developed 
 Clinical Trial - 

Phase I 
Clinical Trial - 

Phase II 
Clinical Trial - 

Phase III 
FDA Approval 

     
Alliances 2.03 -1.26 1.50 1.23 
 (1.35) (1.00) (0.98) (0.85) 
     
AI resources 3.35+ -1.49 -2.33 -1.13+ 
 (1.86) (1.59) (1.42) (0.65) 
     
AI resources  3.39* 2.01* 1.94+ 1.55+ 
  x Alliances (1.68) (1.02) (1.05) (0.89) 
     
Drugs developed, 20.3* 3.15 0.71 -0.63 
  Pre-clinical Trial (2.69) (2.13) (1.72) (1.00) 
     
Patents 3.95+ 0.21 1.14 0.69 
 (2.11) (1.66) (1.21) (0.96) 
     
Public 12.40* 5.55+ 0.80 0.05 
  Company (4.16) (3.18) (2.33) (1.66) 
     
Firm age -4.29 6.23 -2.86 -5.55* 
 (5.24) (4.67) (3.18) (2.34) 
     
Employees -0.32 0.11 0.42+ 0.27 
 (0.38) (0.32) (0.22) (0.19) 
     
R&D spend 0.24 0.37 0.22 0.06 
 (0.40) (0.29) (0.24) (0.13) 
     
Year FE Y Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y Y Y 
n 4,778 4,778 4,778 4,778 
R2 0.94 0.94 0.90 0.93 
All coefficient and standard errors are multiplied by 100 for presentation purposes.  All variables enter in logs, except 
AI resources, Public company and the fixed effects. Robust standard errors are clustered by firms.  * p<0.05, + p<0.1 
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Appendix: Taxonomy used to identify AI-related patents or skills  
 
General: artificial intelligence, computational control, computer 

vision, machine intelligence, natural language 
processing  

Expert system: expert system, fuzzy logic, inference engine, logic 
program, logic system, rule-based inference, symbolic 
reasoning 

Machine learning: adaboost, convolutional neural network, conditional 
random field, decision tree, deep learning, hidden 
markov, latent dirichlet allocation, libsvm, keras, long 
short-term memory, machine learning, mxnet, pytorch, 
random forests, recurrent neural network, reinforcement 
learning, scikit-learn, semi-supervised learning, 
stochastic gradient descent, supervised learning, support 
vector machine, tensorflow, unsupervised learning, 
word2vec, xgboost 

 
 


